Let M be a right R-module. 
For a right R-module M , the submodule Z * (M ) is defined to be the set of elements m ∈ M such that mR is a small module (see [4] ). Some further properties of Z
M -small Modules
Let K be a submodule of a module M . K is called small in M if K + L = M holds for every proper submodule L of M and denoted by K M . We write RadM , which is the sum of all small submodules in M , for the radical of M (see [1] ).
An R-module N is called M -small
. Note that M -small modules are dual notion to that of M -singular modules. In case M = R, instead of R-small, we just say small. M -small modules are small, since the class of small modules is closed under isomorphism. An R-module N is M -small if and only if N N . Every simple R-module is Minjective or M -small. The class of M -small modules is closed under submodules, homomorphic images and finite direct sums. (see [6] )
Let M be an R-module. Denote [12] . A module M is called locally noetherian if every finitely generated submodule of M is noetherian. 
Proof It is clear from [12, 23.1] .
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If we consider the GCO-modules with ascending (descending) chain condition on essential submodules we have the following corollaries. First one is a generalization of [3, 16.13 (1)]. 
Theorem 1.8 The following are equivalent for a module
In [3, 17.5], we do not need the condition that M is self-projective. 
δ-M -small Modules
In this section, we define δ-M -small modules and use them to characterize GCOmodules. Zhou [14] introduced the concept "δ-small submodule" as a generalization of small submodule. Let N be a submodule of a module M . N is called δ-small in M if whenever M = N + K and M/K is singular for any K ≤ M we have M = K, denoted by N δ M . Here we consider this definition in the category
The properties of δ-small submodules that are listed in Lemma 1.3 in [14] also hold in σ [M ] . We write them for convenience. Note that the class of M -singular modules is closed under submodules, homomorphic images and direct sums [3] .
As a generalization of M -small module we define δ-M -small module.
The following equivalence can be seen similarly as it is for M -small modules. For M -small modules it is proved in [6] .
Lemma 2.4 N is a δ-M -small module in σ[M ] if and only if
If N is an M -small module then it is δ-M -small. The class of δ-M -small modules is closed under submodules, homomorphic images and finite direct sums. [14] . Note that for any ring R, Soc(R R ) ≤ δ(R R ) by [14 Applying the above theorem to a ring we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2.9
The following are equivalent for a ring R.
Proof The last part is because of that δ * (R R ) is semisimple.
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is a V-module (respectively semisimple). Then Theorem 1.11 and 1.12 still hold for δ * M (.). 
